
Beyond automation 
is transformation

Corrugated Business System

Industry leading business management solution for 
the corrugated manufacturing and converting industry.

A scalable,
browser-based
corrugated
ERP software solution
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The EFI™ Corrugated ERP software solution is built specifically for the corrugated and display industry. 
CBS (Corrugated Business System) gives you the tools and capabilities to empower your team and 
connect all elements of your plant, operation and personnel together through an intuitive, visual, user 
interface coupled to a highly customizable productivity dashboard - workbench.

Convert more orders and win more business with highly 
optimised estimating capabilities.

As part of the EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite or as a standalone solution, CBS integrates your manufacturing, 
business and production processes seamlessly. Whether you are a sheet plant, box plant, or sheet feeder 
CBS will significantly enhance the day to day management of your company by improving process visibility, 
communication and performance through end-to-end workflows that are designed to optimise your most 
important resources. Intelligent task automation, enhanced collaboration and reduction of manual 
touchpoints under a highly intuitive user interface will allow your business to reduce waste, grow revenue 
and boost your bottom line providing a solid foundation for future growth with complete flexibility to 
empower your employees remotely or on site.

A versatile and complete business solution

Estimating

CBS Estimating – A 360° 
solution for the corrugated 
industry that will
streamline the order
to cash process.
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With core capabilities developed to service the 
demands and complexities of the corrugated 
industry you can dynamically build fast, accurate 
business and product specifications for the 
entire manufacturing and shipping process 
with intelligent routing, order promising, cost 
estimating, materials management, warehousing, 
shipping and tracking information.

A future proof Corrugated ERP Software solution

With the acquisition
of the EFI solution,

the Ceruti team started to
have much more clarity and 

ease to manage the production 
process, generate budgets and 

manage delivery dates.

Aldo Angobaldo
Ceruti Vice-President
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Build your future business model

The EFI Corrugated Business System allows you to lay the foundation for the future success of your 
business. Our agile approach to software development coupled with years of industry expertise have 
enabled us to build a leading business management solution with core functionality designed to support 
the growing needs of the corrugated industry. Our product roadmap will ensure you are always equipped 
with the latest technology, capabilities and workflow solutions to grow your business, win new customers 
and embrace the digital transformation of the industry.

Advanced estimating is one of the core strengths
of the CBS. Modular by design it can integrate
to existing business systems to enhance the
estimating process or delivered as a comprehensive  
end to end full ERP software solution.

Intelligent cost estimating Enhanced ordering capability
Winning orders and converting them into 
cash quickly is what all businesses strive for. 
CBS offers leading capability to ensure this is 
accomplished faster.

Win new orders and turn around quotes faster 
with ‘Quick Quote’ capabilities

Accurate order entry processes for make and 
ship, replenishment, drop shipments and 
inventory releases

Compare actuals to estimates with the click of
a button

Highly visual workflow tools with the award 
winning ‘Product builder’

Quick Quote capability to enable you to react 
at speed to customer requests

Rapidly visualise relationships and dependencies 
of complex sets

A modular estimating design that enables 
integration to alternate ERP software systems

Real time and accurate tracking of all costs 
including materials, labour, shipping and overheads

Highly customisable cost models enabling
you to gear costing  to different 
market sectors



Integrated financial solutions
Modern financial systems demand easy access 
to all business information that influences cost 
and profit. CBS offers advanced integration 
options for all leading financial systems making 
it highly versatile.

Provides easy review of invoice quantity
and product selling prices

Automatically synchronises with 3rd party
financial systems

Costs are accumulated per order to allow
“actual to estimate” cost analysis

Automatically produce delivery notes (BOL) 
and material receipt creation

Fork truck interface direct to own vehicles

Highly customisable cost models and pricing
methods supporting unique business requirements

End to end integration to trailer planning module

Accurate order entry processes for make and
ship, replenishment, drop shipments and
inventory releases

Comprehensive supply chain solutions 
Connecting the supply chain to key decision makers
in the business brings significant value to all users.
CBS delivers on all fronts.
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Experience the power of data

Having plant wide data readily available to all users and decision makers is a prerequisite for any 
successful business. The EFI Corrugated Business System brings data from the plant together
under a single user interface giving business leaders the power to respond faster.

CBS offers full connectivity to EFI’s powerful 
Business Intelligence module opening the door
to full plant widedata that can be developed
into actionable reports in an instant.

Advanced business insights

Fully configurable reporting

Full End-to-end visibility of business 
and production processes

Complete integration to EFI Business 
Intelligence software offering plant 
wide reporting

Machine and downtime reports

Working capital reports

OEE reporting

Customer order and sales value analysis

Customisable HTML interface “widgets” present critical 
information to users based on roles within the company

CBS offers a complete portfolio of workbench widgets

Manage and assign critical tasks for users or groups linked 
to customers/estimates/jobs with a single click

Colour code capability to define priorities

Significantly improves speed of response and  
team collaboration.

Optimised productivity

The productivity workbench is at the heart of the CBS and brings actionable insights to users in a single click.
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Advanced 3rd party integrations

We recognize the need to have ‘open’ connectivity 
to all aspects of your business solution. At EFI 
we ensure our solutions are designed with this in 
mind which is why we work with leading industry 
players to ensure your EFI software solution has 
the flexibility needed to drive your future growth.

Intuitive inventory management 

Many Companies struggle with over or under 
production which wastes time and ties up excess 
capital in inventory. CBS delivers all the solutions you 
need to intuitively manage inventory in your business.

Material Resource Planning (MRP)

Optimised working capital

Make to order and stock management

On demand manufacturing

Simple reporting to highlight inventory value

Financial integration to leading industry providers 

Esko Artios CAD 

Esko webcentre

Our goal is to be
recognized as the most

reliable supplier in the market 
in terms of product quality, 

commitment to delivery and in 
meeting customer expectations. 

CBS helps us do that.

Aldo Angobaldo
Ceruti Vice-President



EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized 
documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite 
that transforms and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. 
Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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